[Connections between cat brain visual cortex fields 18 and 19 passing through the white matter].
Distribution of degenerating synaptic boutons in fields 18 and 19 of the cat cerebral visual cortex was studied in every layer electron microscopically after the white substance was dissected under one of these fields. It was demonstrated that the V-shaped system under investigation consisting of associative fibres connects four superficial cortical layers (in layers V and VI of fields 18 and 19 no altered synapses were detected), while the intracortical system of conductors unites all six layers of the fields mentioned. The number of synapses, degenerating ones including, terminating on large and small dendrites and on thorns of every layer of fields 18 and 19 were counted. Possible functional differences between intracortical and V-shaped systems of the associative fibres in fields 18 and 19 of the cat visual cortex is discussed.